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Introduction 
 
Ever looked in a resources catalogue and the pages started blurring because of the choice, the content, the 
price?   
 
And how do you really know if the resource you end up deciding to buy is actually what you are looking for?   
 
And then, knowing your cohort of students, how are you ever going to get their families to buy the resource 
book that fits your curriculum and your delivery style? 
 
I have felt all of the above, and heard it echoed from other VCAL and CGEA trainers in the Community 
Education field numerous times! 
 
Purchasing resources for our programs are a risk that many of us are tentative about taking.  The cost to 
our organisations or our learners’ families is one of the barriers to us taking the plunge - and this is a real 
obstacle.  Never fear…there is help at hand � 
 
The Youth Education Strategy (YES) Project has been funded under an ACFE Innovation grant, with the 
primary focus of building the capacity, outcomes and pathways of disengaged young people in the 
Southern Metropolitan Region through building the capacity of Learn Local trainers and facilitators. 
 
One area that was identified as needed and wanted through our initial survey and further discussions, was 
the area of curriculum development for our trainers and facilitators. 
 
However we were conscious of having curriculum development that was as sustainable as we could assist 
with – and have more impact than what a one or two day professional development session could achieve. 
 
In partnerships with Hawker Brownlow Education we present you with this compilation resource (lovingly 
chosen by the YES Steering Committee), which has four sections: 

� Teaching and Learning 
� Critical Thinking 
� Literacy  
� Numeracy. 

 
Our aim is to allow you a ‘hands on’ option to trialling resources.   A taste-tester if you will. And if you find it 
pleasing to your palate to order further resource/s and integrate them into your programs, or build your 
programs around the resource with the knowledge of what and how the product works – then we 
encourage you to. 
 
This compilation is in response to your needs – recognising the boundaries and constraints of your 
programs – with the blessing, and a gift, from Hawker Brownlow Education (www.hbe.com.au) in the shape 
of an open photocopy licence for the original owner. 
 

“Give a man a fish and he eats for a day. 
Teach him how to fish and he eats for a lifetime” 

Author Unknown 
 
We want you to “eat” for a lifetime, and consequently teach your young people to do the same. 
 
All the best, 
 
Olivia Williams 
Project Officer 
(On behalf of the YES Project Steering Committee) 
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Alan J Wright

Igniting Writing
WHEN A TEACHER WRITES
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if a shark had glided past and you had 
been spared a chomping. Th e silence was 
occasionally punctuated by the teacher 
bellowing: ‘Th at’s not how you write it, 
you foolish child. Don’t you remember 
anything I’ve taught you about subject 
and predicate?’ We would brace ourselves 
for the ruler slam that often followed such 
an outburst of displeasure.

At the end of our writing time we braced 
ourselves for the command ‘STOP WRIT-
ING NOW!’ Every pen in the room 
would freeze. We would then pass our 
books over the heads of the student seated 
in front of us to the front row desk. Our 
teacher would then collect them. Th ey 
would sit, piled high on the teacher’s desk, 
monuments to our unnatural pain and 
suff ering. Th ere are many among us today, 
particularly politicians, who laughably 
refer to this time as the golden era of edu-
cation. I am not among them.

I still hold strong memories of my year-
fi ve teacher imposing a weekly writing 
topic on the class. Every Th ursday after-
noon she would announce: ‘Get ready for 
composition.’ We would obediently take 
an exercise book labelled ‘Composition’ 
from our desks and sit waiting silently for 
the topic to be announced. She would 
draw herself up to her full height and 
announce, ‘Today, I want you to write a 
story called “Autobiography of an Ant”.’

Th at was all the explanation we were given. 
No discussion, no questioning, no model-
ling – just the huge shadow of this impos-
ing adult towering over us as she prowled 
the room urging us to ‘Start writing!’ 
Followed quickly by, ‘Hurry up lazybones. 
Get a wriggle on!’ Th is was the only en-
couragement that was forthcoming.

We wrote in silence for the next twenty-
fi ve minutes. When she slipped by your 
desk without bothering you, it was as 

‘ Real writers choose their own topic; therefore children should be 
allowed to do the same.’
Mem Fox, Radical Refl ections: Passionate Opinions on Teaching, Learning and 
Living

Memories of Red Pen 
People

…
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Almost a week would pass before our composition books were returned to us. Open-
ing them was yet another dreaded moment in our miserable writing lives. Heart rates 
would quicken in anticipation of the teacher’s appraisal of our writing eff orts. Th ere 
was no other feedback apart from a mark out of ten. We only found out what was 
wrong with our writing. Th ere was never any attempt to build on what we knew about 
writing. All that written eff ort was largely a waste of time.

We hated the red ink invasion of our work. We hated the comments in the margin 
which informed us how inadequately we had presumably performed. We hated the 
crossing out of our hastily-attempted words, and we dreaded the mark out of ten cir-
cled at the bottom of the page. Th ere it glowed for the entire world to see. Th e saddest 
thing of all was that we had begun to turn off  the idea of writing. Many pages looked 
like blood had been spilt. Our teacher knew little about how to support developing 
writers, and subsequently pillaged the pages of our books with that rampaging red pen.

And so it continued throughout my fi fth year. Th e teacher handed out the writing 
topic and we did our best to survive. One week she gave us the topic ‘My Life as a 
Pen’. I thought about my teacher’s pen, the much feared red one, and for a moment 
I fi gured I might write about it. Th en I thought about my safety and how much my 
family might miss me. I eventually decided to write about an anonymous fountain pen 
that ran out of ink and gave up trying to write.

In the end we all survived that year, but I have never forgotten what was done to 
us and what was done to writing. I was determined that if I ever became a teacher I 
would never treat my students the way we were treated. I would never approach writ-
ing that way. I also resolved that I would never use a red pen to make such scarring 
marks on my students’ work.

A lifetime later, and more than four decades spent as an educator myself, has never 
daunted my determination to be the antithesis of this type of teacher. I guess you 
could say that for me, my year-fi ve teacher was unforgettable – an inspiration, in fact! I 
doubt that all my former classmates walked away with the same outlook.

My early experiences as a writer are what motivate me to provide explicit feedback 
and support at every stage of the writing process. Young writers need to feel that their 
eff orts to develop as writers will be valued. By doing this, each child is more likely to 
achieve what they set out to do when they commence writing. Mem Fox, in her book 
Radical Refl ections: Passionate Opinions on Teaching, Learning and Living, implores 
teachers to ache with caring. If we do, says Mem, we are more likely to create class-
rooms in which writing matters, because it’s done for authentic purposes by young 
writers who ache for a real response.
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things I have read or witnessed; places and 
events. It comes from those unique experi-
ences we all have. On one occasion I acci-
dentally set an emu on fi re and this strange 
and embarrassing experience became part 
of a story I felt compelled to write.

Rehearsal is a strong element in my writ-
ing. I often fi nd myself making mental 
notes thinking, ‘Th at might be a writing 
idea.’ When I write poetry a single word 
or a phrase might just be the spark for a 
poem. I have always enjoyed the wonder 
that surrounds words and language. My 
father was a strong infl uence with his 
penchant for word play. Very few writers 
can begin to write without having spent a 
lot of time thinking about what it is they 
want to capture on the page. Ruminating 
and wondering are essential undertakings. 
Remember, not everyone who wanders 
is lost. What might appear to be day-
dreaming may be the exploration of ideas. 
Sometimes my head feels like a tumble 

I love to write. I need to write. Sometimes 
it is like an addictive force. I fi nd it call-
ing me back if I stay away for too long. 
Writers need to be observers of all the 
things that happen around them. From 
the smallest insect scurrying across the 
path to a huge storm blackening the sky, 
writers need to watch and try to under-
stand the ways of the world in which they 
live. Who do I write for? I write fi rstly to 
please myself. I write because I can, and I 
write to discover meaning and make sense 
of my world. I write because it gives me 
pleasure. I love the power writing gives 
me to play with words, to form them into 
my very own shapes. If I share my writing 
and someone else enjoys it that just adds 
to my pleasure as a writer. I write to live 
life twice – in the moment and in retro-
spect through my writing.

My writing ideas come mostly from such 
things as childhood memories; conversa-
tions with children, friends and family; 

‘I’ve come to believe that teachers of writing must be writers 
themselves. Perhaps it’s because I like to write. Or, maybe it’s due to the 
fact I’m not willing to ask students to do what I’m not willing to do.’

Stacey Shubitz,Two Writing Teachers, http://twowritingteachers.wordpress.com

Lessons from the 
Writer’s Notebook

…
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dryer stuff ed with ideas. Ideas tumble round and round until they are ready to emerge 
– ready to harvest!

Potential writing ideas come to me because I am constantly seeking them out; ideas 
that begin to multiply. Th e more I use my ears, my eyes, my brain and my heart, the 
greater the store of ideas I have to select from. Ideas create an energy source that is self-
sustaining.

When I develop a character in a story I usually assemble them based on people I know 
or have met at some stage in my life. Sometimes they are composite people. I imagine 
them in real situations doing real and, at times, unexpected things. I visualise charac-
ters in certain situations, doing all the things I want them to do.

When my writing audience is a group of students, I am aware that what I am do-
ing demystifi es the act of writing. Young writers often think that experienced writers 
fi nd writing easy. Th ey mistakenly believe that other writers have some magic ability 
to produce writing that appears on the page in a perfect form the very fi rst time they 
compose. If I write in front of students, they can see for themselves the challenge 
writing holds for all writers. Because I write, I share a greater empathy with student 
writers. Th ere are days when writing is a struggle. I’m honest with young writers, 
explaining that writing sometimes is hard going and that experiencing that feeling is 
natural. Equally, it provides such a buzz when the words fall into all the right places. It 
is what makes the struggle so worthwhile. If we don’t regularly engage in writing, these 
important understandings may fade from our consciousness. When I write, I become 
an active participant in what I hope becomes a community of writers.

As I write each draft I read it back to myself (aloud) so that I can hear it like a reader 
would hear it. Th is valuable little trick came to me from Morris Lurie (author of Th e 
27th Annual African Hippopotamus Race, among others). Morris informed me that he 
often stood in his study reading his work aloud so that he could discover where the 
glitches were. If the words rolled from his tongue, fi ne. Otherwise he knew he had to 
make repairs. It is important to hear the rhythm, the music of the words if you like. 
Sometimes I leave my writing for a few days, or even weeks, and then revisit it to fi nd 
out if it still sounds right or whether I need to polish and shape it further. I have learnt 
the importance of distancing myself from the writing to be able to see it more clearly. 
When I return I may choose to revise a large part of the writing. At other times I 
might change just a single word.

Every writer has routines and rituals. When I write at home, I prefer the house to be 
quiet so that there are few distractions. At home, I write in my offi  ce where I am sur-
rounded by the books, notebooks, paper, pens, computer, printer and assorted arte-
facts that set me up to write. It is here I fi nd I have that essential ingredient that every 
writer needs – bum glue!

When the writing fl ows easily, I experience a sense of elation. When the writing falters 
or is moving slowly, I take a break and distance myself from the computer. I might 
walk along the creek, or the nearby beach. I change the activity or talk to someone and 
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forget about writing for a while. I know it will be there when I return, and often the 
problem has sorted itself out while I’ve been away.

I enjoy writing in public spaces such as cafés and libraries. In such places I am sur-
rounded by people, but not necessarily people with whom I am familiar. Writing in 
such places can provide stimulus and ideas. In my favourite café, Via Boff e, I like to 
sit near the front window so that I have a connection to the world outside. Th e light 
through the window is a link to the day. I drink a little coff ee, write a little and read a 
little. It’s good to write in diff erent places.

I know from experience that I am forever rereading writing pieces from my notebooks. 
It is amazing how often such rereading assists me in digging up a new idea to feed 
my writing addiction. Virginia Woolf defi ned rereading as a chance to fi nd diamonds 
in the dust-heap. I am defi nitely covered in dust and constantly looking for precious 
gems. I am aware that rereading is vitally important to me as a writer. Apart from the 
possibility of fi nding a new writing thread, I am also reliving the moment in time 
when I fi rst captured a particular entry. On some occasions rereading connects me 
with previously overlooked memories or ideas. So, apart from rereading for the express 
purpose of excavating ideas, this rereading is akin to rummaging through a toy box 
as a child and discovering some lost treasure. Ralph Fletcher, in his great little book, 
Breathing In, Breathing Out, talks about this very act of rereading:

‘Some writers claim they never revisit their notebooks. But most of us go 
back incessantly, rummaging, rereading, looking for – what? For me, I 
don’t usually know what I’m looking for until I fi nd it. And then: Aha!’

Like Ralph, I don’t always know what I am specifi cally looking for as I reread, but 
I am generally confi dent that I will fi nd something useful to me as a writer. One of 
the many things that need to be modelled for young writers is the way other writers 
excavate ideas. When students lament that they have no idea what to write about, you 
are doing them a huge favour by suggesting that they go back to their previous writing. 

Encourage your students to reread for a number of purposes
 •  Reread consciously looking for something to write about, or something to 

rewrite – an earlier entry that could be explored and developed.
 •  Reread randomly, hoping to land on a line or image that inspires you to write. 

You are skimming in search of a chance landing.
 •  Reread to fi nd your voice. Rereading notebook entries written in diff erent 

voices can assist the writer to fi nd the voice, the tone that is just right for a new 
writing piece.

 • Reread to fi nd material related to a particular theme or idea.

My expanding collection of notebooks is among my most prized possessions; some-
thing I would hate to lose. Th ey bulge with ideas, jottings, resurrected memories, 
embryonic poems, newspaper and magazine cuttings, photographs, maps, very ordi-
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nary drawings, extracts mined from a range of texts, postcards, quotations, snatches of 
conversation, lists, assorted artefacts and my numerous experimental writing eff orts. In 
eff ect my notebooks contain those things I clip and capture from my life. Th ey bring 
with them the potential to infl uence my writing and my teaching. I encourage all who 
work in classrooms with our developing writers to begin their own collections of writ-
ing. It is the single most important action you can take to give your writing program 
the credibility required to positively aff ect student attitudes to writing.

Th e writer’s notebook is not the place where you bring your unpolished gem of an idea 
to glittering completion, but it does provide a place to begin shaping and reshaping 
selected pieces, and rereading supports this process. What does this mean for you and 
your students? Well, for a start they will need plenty of notebook entries. Generating 
content provides the young writer with choice.

Th e idea is to have their notebooks brimming with writing seeds, experimental pieces 
and writing ideas. If their notebooks have been sparsely used, and intermittently 
visited, then rereading for new ideas isn’t going to be all that fruitful I’m afraid. In 
these situations, neither the teacher and, as a natural consequence, the students have 
developed a perception of the notebook as a gathering point for writing. Th e notion 
of rereading for ideas relies on the writer being able to choose from a veritable feast of 
ideas and thoughts previously recorded, and this rests on a foundation of regular writ-
ing opportunities. It’s hard to make discoveries when the toy box is practically empty.

Over the past thirty years I have kept an array of notebooks. Th eir shape and form 
has evolved over time. I have had rather plain-looking volumes and quite impres-
sive leather-bound ones. Th ey have ranged from thin to thick. My preference is for a 
strong, hard-covered notebook with ruled lines. My notebook must be resilient, but it 
must also be comfortable to handle. After all, it goes with me on many an adventure, 
so it must be up for the trip. By the time it is full, that notebook will bear the bruises 
of the journey we have taken.

Allowing students to create many entries in their own notebooks means giving them 
lots of opportunities to write in class. Remember how you fi rst learned to ride a bicycle? 
At fi rst, you struggled with your balance and control. Sometimes you found yourself 
heading in a direction you had no real intention of going. On occasions you came to 
grief. It was not uncommon to fi nd yourself unseated in the shrubbery with some cuts 
and bruises. However, you persisted. Eventually you began to gain increasing control 
and confi dence over that two-wheeled machine. You could actually make that bicycle go 
exactly where you intended. It’s called mastery and it develops through consistent prac-
tice. It’s much the same with writing. You need time to develop the necessary skills and 
confi dence. In the classroom this means lots of opportunities to practise.

Within a matter of weeks, students’ notebooks should be brimming with writing 
seeds, experimental pieces and writing ideas. I still get such a buzz from starting a new 
notebook. I can’t wait to put my personal touch on it. I am driven to gather some 
quick entries. I need to break it in. I must feed those blank pages by adding entries. I 
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Lessons From the Writer’s Notebook

work quickly to develop some momentum for writing. Th e integrity and purpose of 
the notebook are diminished by a lack of genuine commitment.

Examples of Notebook Entries

A gathering of items found around the house represent potential writing ideas.
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